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How to participate 
in the giveaway.

Send your VET and VTHO to the Dohrnii wallet.


Download the Dohrnii Wallet

Stake your DHN on the Dohrnii 
wallet for a minimum of .
6 months

Use the web browser feature of 
the Dohrnii wallet to connect to 
VexChange.



Once connected, you can then 
buy a   minimum of 500 DHN

Make sure you don't miss this step.

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

CRYPTO
GIVEAWAY

Participating in the giveaway 
has become much easier!

The Dohrnii wallet is now 
integrated to VexChange 
and Panckeswap, through 
the web browser feature. 

You can use the Dohrnii 
wallet to connect and 
swap directly your  or 

 to .
VET

BNB DHN

BIGGEST

BTC100K USD in

Use a  (like 
Binance, Coinbase, Kraken...) to 
buy VET and VTHO (gas token).



You should buy the amount of 
VET that you wish to swap to DHN

Buy only a small amount of VTHO 
for gas. Usually $1 is enough for 
more than 10 transactions

Centralised Exchange
STEP 1

PancakeSwap

Uniswap exchange

Vexchange

SWAPS

PancakeSwap is an automated market maker (AMM) — a 
decentralized finance (DeFi) application that allows users 
to exchange tokens, providing liquidity...

Uniswap is a popular decentralized trading protocol, 
known for its role in facilitating automated trading of 
decentralized finance (DeFi) tokens....

Vexchange is a popular decentralized trading protocol, 
known for its role in facilitating automated trading of 
decentralized finance (DeFi) tokens...

Binance Bridge

Polygon Bridge

BRIDGES

Binance Bridge V2, a brand new bridge service providing 
access to inter-blockchain liquidity for all popular 
blockchain networks,...

Polygone  bridge is a service providing access to inter-
blockchain liquidity for all popular blockchain networks...

DeFi

See more

See more

See more

Search, or enter website URL

FLEXIBLE
STAKING

4% APR

12,000 DHN STAKE

3 MONTHS
STAKING

4% APR

12,000 DHN STAKE

6 MONTHS
STAKING

4% APR

12,000 DHN STAKE

12 MONTHS
STAKING

4% APR

12,000 DHN STAKE

STAK ING
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